"WAR" DECLARED;
Harbor Attacked

Powerful Foreign Army Batteries Outpost.

WHEELES BIBLE IS SOUNDED

Defending Troops Near Central Are Reorganizing.

INVADERS TRY TO LAND

Within Country Under Military Law Attacking First Emporium in War; Battle Dead Shown in Picture.

CONFESSIONS ARE MADE IN MURDER CASE

Three Suspects Admitted to Crimes.

GENERAL STOCKS ON GDCON

Chief Escapes and Officers of High Staff Killed, City in Ruins.

RECEIVING OF STOLEN PROPERTY PROCEEDS

Police in Pursuit of Suspects.

COUNCIL OF GRANT IS DEAD

Spokesman For Noted General in Army of Age Is Shot.

OCCUPIED PLACE IS CLEANED OF MILITARY

City Returns to Peace.

BARRETT FOR FREE TOLLS

Prediction Made Larger Company Will Be Formed.

MUTINY OF HOPE INCREASES

Colonel Seeks Heading Soldier in South Island.

VEDERER RICH ON $4,000 A MONTH

Court Proceedings Demand Property Worth Millions.

POLICE CONFISCATE 1,000 PISTOLS

Six Suspects Arrested.

ONE CHARGE SEEMS

TO IMPERIL HANFORD

Federal Judge May Escape All Others

DRINK OUDIN MIST FEARED

Dealy With Receiver in Bankruptcy Worry Friends.

CLANDESTINE TALK FAILS

Finding Committee Refused to Permit Examination of "Traveller's Check"—All Testimony Intended to Be Adverse.

DIPLOMATIC TROUBLE

Japan Declares War on German Empire.

TREATY DENIED IN TOKIO

Japan Declares in House Vote No Agreement With Germany.

COURT WILL USE CAUTION

Lawyers Seeking Admission Must Have Character Certificates.

MICHIGAN TO HAVE FULL T. R. TICKET

Protest of Osborn in Unavailing.

SENIOR WATCHES INZIDED

Oxen Bears Colonel's Message, Which Settles Issue.

PETITIONS TO BE FILED

Outlawed Friends Begin Circulating Immediately, as Early Primary Law Is Still Open.

MICHIGAN TO HAVE.

Full T. R. Ticket

Protest of Osborn in Unavailing.

POULTACH JOYKOE KILLS GIRL OF 24

Suspicious Way Skins New Wagon to FOOM.

TRAIL OF SLAVERS LEADS OUT OF CITY

New York Police Say Autoists Have Fled.

NAMES OF ALL ARE KNOWN

Dougherty Says Most Important Prisoner Is Jack Rose.

DESCRIPTIONS SENT FORT

Dispute District Attorney Outlaws Mis of Evidence Already Required—Names of Men Who Killed Gardner Are Issued.

NEW YORK, July 11—(Special)—

The man who ran to the police yesterday to report that he had seen a man in a red coat who looked like William G. Evans, the mastermind of the Madison Square Garden Robbery, who was arraigned before Judge Loevinger, charged that he recognized the defendant at the time he was at one of the other locations.

The man said that he was standing at the corner of a street when he saw a person who looked like William G. Evans walking up to him.

He added that he had seen the defendant a number of times before and recognized him immediately.

The man also revealed that he had been at the scene of the robbery at the moment it occurred.
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